of nonlinear recursive programs is an important issue in logic databases for both practical and theoretical reasons. If a nonlinear recursive program can be transformed into an equivalent linear recursive program, then it may be computed more efficiently than when the transformation is not possible. We provide a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a simple doubly recursive program to be equivalent to a simple linear recursive program. The necessary and sufficient conditions can be verified effectively.
INTRODUCTION
Processing recursive queries efficiently has been a central issue of research in the deductive database area. Numerous methods [l, 3-11, 13-15, 17, 19, 21, 23-25, 31, 33, 351 have been proposed to evaluate recursive queries. These methods differ from each other in the types of queries that they can evaluate and in the efficiency with which they process queries. Since whether a query can be processed by a given method is determined by the syntactical structure of the query (i.e., the structure of logic rules defining the query), two equivalent queries (in terms of the answers on all possible database states) may be processed by using different evaluation methods with significantly different efficiencies. We consider two l W. Zhang et al. types of queries, linear and nonlinear recursive queries, and study the characteristics of nonlinear recursive programs which can be transformed into equivalent linear recursive programs.
Motivations to study the linearization of nonlinear recursive programs include the following. From a practical point of view, strategies designed to solve linear recursions [3-6, 10, 11, 13-15, 26, 29, 351 are usually more efficient than those proposed for solving general recursions [4, 5, 8, 10, 23, 25, 29, 31, 331 . By transforming a nonlinear recursive program into an equivalent linear one, queries can be answered with a higher efficiency by evaluating the transformed linear program. For example, a common evaluation method for answering a general recursive query is the Naive method [4, lo] . But if a query is known to be linear recursive, we can apply the Semi-Naive [4, lo] method to evaluate it. It is well known, since the Semi-Naive method avoids duplicate computations, that it is likely to be more efficient than the Naive method. Notice that although the SemiNaive method can also be used for processing nonlinear recursive queries, it is usually not as efficient for an equivalent linear recursive query. Another example is given in [29] , where a nonlinear recursive program is used to show that when it is processed with the Generalized Magic Set method [5] , one can obtain a set of nonregular magic rules whose evaluation is as complicated as that of the original program. On the other hand, this program does have an equivalent linear recursive counterpart which can be processed efficiently by one of the methods designed to solve linear recursions.
From a theoretical point of view, it is a fundamental issue to distinguish the "easy" or "simple" linearizable recursive programs from the "difficult" or "complicated" nonlinearizable recursive programs. It is important to understand the complexity of processing recursive queries in logic databases. Similar results for the distinction between "simple" (tree) and "complicated" (cyclic) relational queries have been obtained [34] .
There are several papers [7, 18, 25 , 281 related to our work. The problem of deciding the equivalence of two arbitrary Horn clause logic programs has been shown to be unsolvable in [28] . In [25] , a method is proposed to transform a given logic program into an equivalent one by eliminating redundant predicates and redundant rules. This is a polynomial space algorithm. Our work differs from theirs. First, we transform a simple nonlinear recursive program into a linear program by using a simple, natural conversion method to study the conditions under which the two programs are equivalent. Therefore, the rules to be considered are not as arbitrary as those in [28] . Secondly, the conditions that we obtain for linearizing doubly recursive programs can be effectively verified.
Beeri et al. [7] indicate that whether a program containing only binary chain rules is equivalent to a program containing only regular (left or right) linear binary chain rules is undecidable. The programs considered in [7] can be mutually recursive, with a recursion order greater than two, and contain more than one recursive rule. The programs that we consider are directly, doubly recursive and have only two rules (one recursive and one nonrecursive).
Further, we allow arbitrary arity of predicates, and do not require the chain property. They [7] require every rule to be a binary chain rule. Their result states that whether a chain program is equivalent to some arbitrary linear chain program is undecidable. Nothing has been said about whether the program is equivalent to a given linear program. Because of these differences, they [7] obtained a negative result, and we have a positive one. In [ 181, an approach to linearize nonlinear recursive programs is proposed. The method is based on algebra and the power-subassociativity property of bilinear functions. Their [ 181 result is more general than ours, since they consider mutually recursive predicates. They do not, however, provide a practical procedure. Thus the complexity of verifying their conditions for a given program is not clear. On the other hand, our result provides an effective way of identifying linearizable doubly recursive programs. Furthermore using our result, some doubly recursive programs are linearizable but do not satisfy their conditions. For example, based on our result, the program given in Example 3.6 is linearizable but the corresponding bilinear function is not power-subassociative, and therefore cannot be linearized by using the method in [18] .
In this paper we consider a class of nonlinear recursive programs, called simple doubly recursive programs, and provide a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for such programs which are equivalent to the linear recursive programs obtained through a simple linearization method. A preliminary version of this paper [37] has been published in ACM SIGMOD 87. In Section 2 of this paper we provide definitions and a brief review of our previous result. In Section 3 we provide a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a simple doubly recursive program to be linearizable and a number of examples to illustrate the result. A sketch of the proof of the conditions is given in Section 4. A proof of sufficiency is given in the Appendix.
DEFINITIONS AND PREVIOUS RESULT
A logic database consists of two components: the extensional database (EDB) containing a set of base (i.e., stored) relations (predicates); and the intensional database (IDB) containing a set of deductive rules in the form of Horn clauses. The EDB and IDB partition all predicates in the logic database, so that all derived predicates are in the IDB and all base predicates are in the EDB. Throughout this paper, we use the terms relation and predicate indistinguishably. A rule is a function-free Horn clause of the form B :-AlAz . . -Ak, where B and the Ai's are predicates; B is the head of the rule and the conjunction of Ai's is the body of the rule. A rule is directly recursive if the head predicate B also appears in the body. Under certain restrictions, any program can be converted into an equivalent one that only contains directly recursive rules [28] . Such a transformation may not always result in an efficient program. A simple recursive program contains exactly two rules with the same head: an exit rule, which is not recursive, and a directly recursive rule. The order of recursion for a rule is the number of occurrences of the head predicate B in the body of the rule. If a recursive rule has an order of recursion R = 1, it is a linear recursive rule; if R > 1, it is a nonlinear recursive rule. If R = 2, it is a doubly recursive rule. In this paper we consider simple doubly recursive programs only.
In the following we define various terms that we used to formulate programs and to present our results. We will use the following example to illustrate various concepts. Example 2.1 (Taken from [32] ). Consider a directed graph with colored arcs. Assume that there are two base relations redarc and bluearc such that redarc(ry)/bluearc(x, y) means that the edge from a node x to a node y is red/blue. The following program defines paths consisting of alternating red and blue arcs, beginning and ending with a red arc. r,: path(xIx2) :-redarc(xlx2) r,: path(xIx2) :-path(.quJ bluearc(u,u,) path(u,x,).
ACM
The meaning of this program is that there is a path from a node 3c1 to a node x2 when there is a red arc from x1 to x2, or there exist some nodes u1 and u2 such that there are paths from lcl to u1 and from u2 to x2, as well as a blue arc from u1 to uz. The first rule is an exit rule and the second a recursive one.
Given a rule, all variables appearing in the head are called distinguished variables; all variables appearing in the body only are called nond&ingu&+zed variables. Let X be a vector of n distinguished variables and U a vector of p nondistinguished variables. For every predicate of arity g in the body of the rule, g variables are selected from the (n + p) variables in X and U and placed at g argument positions of the predicate. Such selection and placement can be represented by a formal matrix product (X, U)H, where H, called a selector, is an (n + p) x g (0, 1) matrix with exactly one 1 in each column. We usually write (X, U)H as XUH. For predicates in the body of the recursive rule, a position is distinguished or nondistinguished when it is occupied by a distinguished or nondistinguished variable. A position for a selector H is the position where H places a selected variable. It is easy to see that path(XU2') yields path(xiu,). We say that 2' places x1 to position 1 and u1 to position 2. The distinguished position for 2' is position 1 and the nondistinguished position for Z1 is position 2. The descriptions for W and .Z2 are similar.
Let s be a derived predicate of arity n. For a given EDB, a tuple A = (ala2 * * * a,) is in s with all a's constants if there is a finite derivation tree (as defined in [37] similar to the rule/goal tree in [31] ), such that its root is labeled by s(A), its internal nodes are labeled by tuples in s, and all of its leaf nodes unify with tuples in EDB. The label of any internal node is obtained from some rule defining s; labels of the child nodes of the internal node are described as follows. First, the predicates in the body of the rule are unified with the labels of the internal node's child nodes. The resulting substitution is then propagated to the head of the rule. The tuple obtained in the head is then the label of the internal node.
Example 2.1 (Continued).
Assume that the EDB contains tuples redarc(albl), redarc@&, redarc(cpaz), bluearc(blbz), and bluearc(c1c2), with a's, b's, and c's being nodes in the graph. Figure 1 shows a derivation tree of path(alaz).
Let s(X) and t(X) be two predicates with the same arity, defined over the same domain. We say that s(X) implies t(X), denoted by s(X) + t(X), if for any given EDB, every tuple in s is also in t; and we say that s(X) and t(X) are equivalent, denoted s(X) H t(X), iff s(X) =S t(X) and t(X) 4 s(X).
Example 2.1 (Continued).
The same type of path can also be defined by the following program. It is not difficult to see that the path relation here is exactly the same as that defined by the previous program. That is, they are equivalent.
It is important to notice that the first program in Example 2.1 is doubly recursive, while the second one is linear recursive. The only difference between them is that in the body of the recursive rules, the first predicate of the nonlinear rule is path(xlu,), while that of the linear rule is redarc(xlul). This suggests a very simple and natural way to convert a simple doubly recursive program into a simple linear recursive program. That is, to unify one of the two recursive predicates in the body of the doubly recursive rule with the head of the exit rule. We are, therefore, interested in obtaining conditions under which a given simple doubly recursive program is equivalent to its converted linear one.
To study the problem, a general notion of simple doubly recursive programs and their converted linear programs is needed. For this purpose, we generalize the path programs, and consider the following general programs, which define predicates s and sl, respectively. The result of choosing the second occurrence is similar.
If the variables in the base predicate f are in different order from those in s, then a new base predicate f' can be introduced such that the exit rule relates s with f' and with the variables in both predicates in the same order while another rule relates f' and f. Thus, we can place the exit rule in the form as described in (I).
Notice that although the conversion described here is simple and natural, it may not be the only possible way of obtaining linear rules from nonlinear ones. In this paper, however, we consider only the simple conversion.
Consider the recursive rule in programs (I) and (II). A variable is dangling if it is nondistinguished
and selected by exactly one of the selectors Z1, Z2, and W. In other words, a dangling variable is not shared by two or more predicates. A position is dangling if it is occupied by a dangling variable. A variable is single (multiple) dangling if it is dangling with exactly (more than) one occurrence(s). A position is single (multiple) dangling if it is occupied by a single (multiple) dangling variable.
Example 2.2. Consider the following rule:
The variables u2 and u5 are single dangling and the variable u3 is multiple dangling. The positions taken by these variables are single and multiple dangling, respectively.
In a recursive rule, let 2' and Zk be selectors of two predicates with the same predicate name, say s, in the body. Let the arity of s be n. Zj is said to dominate Zk if, for every position i, 1 I i I n, the variable placed at position i by Zk is either the same as that placed at position i by Z', or a dangling variable that can only take those positions taken by this variable placed at i by Z'. Two selectors Zj and Zk are equivalent if they dominate each other.
Intuitively, if in the body of a rule there are two predicates with the same predicate name and the selector of one predicate dominates that of the other, then the former predicate will be stricter than the latter. The latter predicate is, therefore, redundant. Thus, if in the doubly recursive rule r, one of the selectors Z1 or 2' dominates the other, the s predicate with the dominated Z selector can be discarded because, in any derivation tree, whenever the recursive rule is used to establish some tuple, the tuple satisfying the s node with the dominating Z always satisfies the s node with the dominated Z selector. If in rule r, Z' and Z2 are equivalent, either one can be discarded, yielding an equivalent linear recursive rule. This type of doubly recursive rule is called trivially linearizable. If in rule rr one of s(XUZl) and s(XUZ") is exactly the same as s(X), the rule is called endless-recursive because, from the viewpoint of a top-down evaluation, such a rule implies an infinite recursion. The recursive rule rr in a simple recursive program is degenerative if it is endless-recursive or trivially linearizable.
In our previous work [30, 371, we provided necessary and sufficient conditions for a simple doubly recursive program defined by (I) to be equivalent to a simple linear recursive program defined by (II), under the following assumptions: Assumption 1. The rules are range-restricted, i.e., in each rule every distinguished variable appears in the body. This assumption is commonly used [4] to ensure finite answers to queries defined over these rules.
Assumption 2. The recursive rule r, is of the following type. There exist two nondistinguished variables, Ui and uj, such that Ui is shared by 2' and W, but not selected by 2'; uj is shared by 2' and W, but not selected by 2'. (This is a condition chaining the variables among the predicates in the body of the rule.) Assumption 3. None of the Z selectors places any distinguished variable to two or more positions in the same predicate.
Assumption 4. The tree in Figure 2 is a minimal derivation tree (in terms of the total number of nodes) of the tuple s(A) for the EDB consisting of precisely the five leaf nodes, where A, B, and C are constant vectors with distinct elements.
A tuple derived by applying the nonlinear rule once can be derived by applying the corresponding linear rule. Figure 2 gives a derivation of a tuple derived by applying the nonlinear rule twice. Assumption 4 says that there is no smaller tree to derive the tuple. In other words, the nonlinear rule is not "obviously" equivalent to a linear rule. Our intention is to identify nonlinear rules that are not obviously equivalent, but are actually equivalent to linear rules.
The previous results of [30] and [37] are summarized as follows:
Assume that s and s1 are defined by (I) and (II), respectiuely, with nondegenerutive recursive rules, and that they satisfy Assumptions 1 through 4. A necessary and sufficient condition for s w s1 is that in rule r, the following occur:
(i) each distinguished variable Xi is selected by at least one of the selectors, Z1 or .Z', and that Xj is placed by the selector at position j; and (ii) if xj is selected by W, then both Z1 and Z* select Xj. In [30] , we also give necessary and sufficient conditions for higher order recursive rules to be equivalent to linear recursive rules under rather restricted conditions.
GENERALIZED NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS
Assumptions 2 through 4 in the previous section impose some syntactic constraints on the type of doubly recursive programs to which our previous result applies. While some interesting programs do satisfy these assumptions, there are also interesting programs that do not. (For example, the well-known ancestor predicate does not satisfy Assumption 2.) In order to generalize the previous result so that it can be applied to more general types of programs, it is important to remove Assumptions 2 through 4. Thus, in this section, we only require Assumption 1 to be satisfied by programs (I) and (II), and we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for program (I) to be equivalent to linear program (II). The result is given below. (i) both 2' and Z2 place xi at position i; (ii) both 2' and Z2 place the same xt, for some t # i, at position i; (iii) each of 2' and .Z2 places, at position i, some dangling variable.
In the last case, both variables must have the same number of occurrences and occupy the same set of positions; furthermore, for each such position q, xq is selected only by W. Group 2 (1) 2' selects all distinguished variables; and (2) (i) for every Xi placed at some position t by Z1, Z1 places xt at position i; or (ii) 2' selects all distinguished variables, and for every xi placed at some position t by Z1, 2' places xt at position i; in either case, Z1 places at least one Xi to a position t # i. (1) for every distinguished variable 3ti selected by Z1 and placed at some position t, there exists some position h such that Z1 also places an Xi at h and Z2 places an xh at t; and (2) for every nondistinguished variable u, shared by Z1 and W, or by Z1 and Z2, Z1 places a u, at some position t, then there exists some position h such that 2' also places a u, at h and Z2 places an xh at t; and (3) for every dangling variable u, placed at a set of positions t by Z', either .Z2
places a variable at all positions in t, or Z2 places at each position in t some distinguished variable xh such that h E t.
Group 5
(1) for every distinguished variable xi selected by 2' and placed at some position t, there exists a position h such that 2' places an Xi at h and Z2 places an xh at t; and for every xj selected by Z2 and placed at some position p, there exists a position q such that Z1 places an xj at q and places an x, at p; and (2) for every dangling variable u, placed at a set of positions t by 2' (respectively ' Z"), Z2 (respectively 2') places a variable at all positions in t; and (3) for every nondistinguished variable u, shared by 2' and Z2, let a u, be placed at some position tl by Z1 and at some position t2 by Z2, then either tl = t2, or there is another nondistinguished variable u, such that a u, is placed at t2 by 2' and at t, by Z2; and (4) W does not share any nondistinguished variable with 2' or with Z2. Notice that the results given here are symmetric in terms of Z1 and 2' if the linear recursive rule is obtained by unifying the second occurrence of s in the body of the doubly recursive rule with the head of the exit rule. Intuitively, Group 1 requires that if a distinguished variable x appears in one of the recursive predicates in the body of the rule, it should be at its natural position, which is the position that it takes at the head predicate. In cases where x appears in predicate r, both 2' and 2' will make sure that the variables placed at the natural position of x are symmetric in nature. This symmetry is the key for the given program to be linearizable.
The intuitive meanings of Groups 2 through 5 can best be explained by the derivation tree in Figure 3 , where only selectors are shown in the predicates.
Group 2 indicates that either ~(2'2~) or ~(2'2~) is the same as s(X). Group 3 ensures that ~(2'2') has the same variable pattern (in terms of which distinguished and shared nondistinguished variables are selected, where these variables are placed and how repeated variables are placed) as s (2 '). Group 4 ensures that s (2'2") has the same variable pattern as s (2'). Group 5 implies that s (2'2') has the same variable pattern as ~(2') and that ~(2'2~) has the same variable pattern as ~(2').
Intuitively, these groups of conditions make it possible to reconstruct derivation trees in a linear fashion. This can be seen in the proof of sufficiency of the conditions.
Since the result is complicated, we demonstrate it by a number of examples. The recursive rules satisfy conditions 1, 2, and 3a of Group 1 in Proposition 3.1 (where condition 2 is trivially satisfied, since no xi is placed at more than one position by 2' or 2"). Thus the two programs are equivalent. This equivalence can be easily verified by the content of the programs. The recursive rules satisfy conditions 1, 2, and 3b of Group 1 in Proposition 3.1. Again, condition 2 is satisfied because there is no xi taking more than one position in any predicate in the body of the recursive rules. Thus, by Proposition 3.1, the two programs are equivalent. Equivalence can also be verified by the content of the programs. r,: s1(x1x2x3x4x5x6x7) :-fb1wkx4x5x6x7) r,: s1(x1x2x3x4x~x6x7) :-f( x1xlu1ulx5u3x7) rb2x3x4xJ s1(x1x1u2u2x6x6u3).
Rule r, satisfies conditions 1, 2, and 3e of Group 1. Rule 3e is satisfied because W does not share any nondistinguished variable with the Z's, and, for the distinguished variables selected by W, x5 satisfies condition 3e(i); x2 satisfies 3e(ii); and x3 and x4 satisfy 3e(iii). By Proposition 3.1, s w sl. Notice that the recursive rules do not satisfy condition 1 of Group 1 because of the treatment of x1 and x2. They do not satisfy condition 1 of Group 2 because of the placement of x1 and x3. They do not satisfy condition 2 of Group 3 due to the placement of u1 and u3. They do not satisfy condition 1 of Groups 4 and 5 because of the placement of x2 and u3. So for every group in Proposition 3.1, some conditions are violated, and therefore the two programs are not equivalent. In fact, the tuple (2, 2, 4) can be derived for s but not for sl. Rule rr satisfies the conditions of Group 3 in Proposition 3.1, so s w sl.
SKETCH OF THE PROOF
Because the proof of Proposition 3.1 is very complicated, we will only provide a sketch. A detailed proof of sufficiency for the conditions of Group 1 is given in the Appendix, and interested readers may refer to [36j and [38] for a complete proof.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1 (Sufficiency). Intuitively, the proof consists of reconstructing derivation tree T1 into one of the derivation trees T,, T3, or T4 (see Figure 4) . Under Group 1 conditions, the reconstructed tree is T4; under Group 2 conditions, the reconstructed tree is T2; under conditions in Groups 3,4, or 5, the reconstructed tree is T3. Under Group 1 conditions, the reconstructed tree, T4, is of the same size as the original tree, while under the conditions of the other groups, the reconstructed tree is smaller.
Condition Group 1. Assume that condition Group 1 in Proposition 3.1 is satisfied by a recursive rule. The proof consists of two steps: First, we show that for any EDB, any tuple s(A), for some constant vector A = (aI . . . a,), derivable by the tree TL in Figure 5a is also derivable by the tree TR in Figure 5b Secondly, we show that for any tuple s(A) derivable for a given EDB, its derivation tree (of any shape) can be converted into an equivalent one (i.e., it still derives s(A)) by repeatedly replacing subtrees of the shape of TL by the corresponding TR. The resulting tree has the following property: for every s node, either the node itself is derived by an f tuple (via the exit rule), or its left child (which is also an s node) is derived by an f tuple. It is trivial to convert such a tree into an si-tree deriving s,(A).
In the first step, we show the following:
(1) If conditions 1, 2, and 3a are satisfied, unifications Ul through U3 are consistent, that is, no variable is substituted by more than one constant. Once we show the above, we can provide a procedure to transform a given derivation tree of arbitrary shape into an equivalent linear one. The details of the proof can be found in the Appendix.
Condition Groups 2 through 5. The sufficiency of the condition Groups 2 through 5 can be proved by using a similar approach. Given any EDB, the derivation tree of any tuple s(A) is of the shape shown in Figure 6 , where each 2'; is a subtree of any shape constructed by rules in program (I). Let the root of Ti be si. To show that s,(A) can also be derived from the same EDB, we show that to establish s(A), the root of each subtree Ti in Figure 6 can be replaced by a node sh derivable from a tuple f h in the EDB using the exit rule only. Notice that when an s-node is replaced by another s-node, the subtree rooted at the former s-node is also replaced by the subtree rooted at the latter s-node. It is trivial to convert the resulting tree into an sl-tree.
The proof consists of two steps. First, consider any subtree Ti in Figure 6 such that its root si has three children. We can show that if the recursive rule satisfies conditions 1 and 2(i) in Group 2, the parent of si can be replaced by the left child (ii) in Group 3, si and its sibling r-node can be replaced by its left and middle children, respectively; if conditions 1 and B(iii) of Group 3 are satisfied, si and its sibling s-node can be replaced by its left and right children, respectively; if condition Group 4 is satisfied, si can be replaced by its right child, and if condition Group 5 is satisfied, si and its sibling s-node can be replaced by its right and left children, respectively. In each case, the resulting tree still derives s(A). Second, we transform the tree of s(A), based on the following procedure. If the root of the tree has only one child, it can be trivially converted into a tree of s,(A). Otherwise, start with the left child of the root of the tree. Let us call the node currently being considered the current node. If the current node has only one child (which must be an f-node), then repeat the procedure on the left child of the current node's sibling s-node. If the current node has three children, then make the replacement based on the description given in last paragraph (the current node corresponds to si). Then repeat the procedure on the current node again. The procedure repeats until no more replacement is possible.
Since in each replacement the resulting tree is smaller than the original one while still deriving the same tuple, and the initial tree is finite for any derivable tuple in s, the procedure will terminate. The resulting tree is such that the left child of any s-node is derived by a tuple in relation f. This tree can be converted into an si-tree in an obvious way.
(Necessity). Despite the fact that we only consider simple programs with doubly recursive rules, the proof of the necessity of the five groups of conditions in Proposition 3.1 involves a complicated case analysis.
The main idea behind the proof is the following. By definition, ifs H sl, then for any EDB, a tuple derivable for s implies that the same tuple must be derivable for sl. Notice that to derive a tuple for sl, the derivation tree must be rightskewed (or right-linear), while to derive the same tuple for s, the derivation tree may be left-skewed or in any other shape. So we can construct some special EDB such that a particular tuple can be derived for s by a tree other than a rightskewed one. By analyzing how the same tuple can be derived for s, in the same EDB, we can show that the recursive rule must satisfy one of the five groups of conditions.
The specific EDB, called DBl, is constructed from the derivation tree T in Figure 7 . Specifically, in DBl, there exist three constant vectors: A = (UlU2 *** a,), B = (bib2 . . . b,), and C = (c1c2 . . . c,,) with all a's, b's, and c's being distinct. All tuples in the base relations f and r in DBl are those leaf nodes of T: f (ABZ'CZ'), f(ABZ'CZ2), f (ABZ2), r(ABZlCW), and r(ABW). Since any derivation tree of s is constructed by using the rules defining s, the nodes (or tuples) in both TL and TR can be considered as being obtained in the same systematical way. For example, in TL, the tuple ABZICZ1 is obtained as follows. First, an n-vector ABZ' is obtained by applying Z1 to select from the concatenation of the vector A of n constants for distinguished variables and the vector B of p constants for nondistinguished variables. Then the n-vector ABZl is concatenated with the p-vector C, and the result is selected by Z1 again, to produce the tuple ABZ'CZ1.
It is clear that T derives the tuple s(A). If s M sl, one of the derivation trees shown in Figure 8 must be the minimal tree deriving s,(A) by using the tuples in DBl only, where X = (x1x2 . . . x,), U = (u1u2 . . e u,), and V = (ulu2 . . . up) are vectors of variables. Notice that the derivation tree T * in Figure 8 represents all right-linear trees that use the recursive rule at least twice.
For DBl, the establishment of a tuple in s1 implies that there is a finite rightlinear derivation tree and a set of unifications that unify each leaf node in the sl-tree with a tuple in the EDB such that every distinct variable is substituted by (or, equivalently, takes on) exactly one value from the constant vectors. If the tuple derived is A, then it is further required that each xi take on the value ai. To find such a set of unifications, we consider the leaf nodes in the sl-tree, one after another. For each leaf node, we find a tuple in the EDB such that to unify the leaf node with the tuple does not introduce any inconsistency. A unification introduces inconsistency if it substitutes a variable by using a value different from that used by some previous unification (of other leaf nodes) or it causes some leaf node to have no tuple to unify with.
In the proof, we need to consider every tree in Figure 8 . If it is the minimal tree deriving s,(A) in DBl, then we need to find all possible sets of consistent unifications for the leaf nodes in the tree and specify what conditions the given rule has to satisfy in order to apply each set of unifications.
There are two possible situations: T* is or is not a minimal derivation tree of s,(A).
In the first situation, T* is the minimal derivation tree of s,(A). By showing that inconsistency will be introduced by various incorrect unifications, we eventually show that the node f(XUZ') in T* can only unify with the tuple f(ASZ'CZ'), and thus are able to claim that in DBl we do not need to consider T* with height deeper than 2. The unification determined for f (XUZ') indicates that many properties are satisfied by the recursive rule. These properties can be used to determine unifications of the remaining nodes in T*. Eventually, we can determine a unification for each node in T* and derive more properties. These properties result in the condition Group 1 of Proposition 3.1.
The analysis of the first situation is the most difficult part of the proof. We proved 10 lemmas and 19 sublemmas. For details, please refer to [36] . Lemma 1 indicates that if s @ s1 and T* is the minimal tree deriving s,(A) in DBl, then the recursive rule must have certain structure. Lemma 2 through Lemma 6 show various cases where inconsistency of certain unifications can be detected. Lemmas 7 and 8 show that when a given recursive rule satisfies certain properties, s will not be equivalent to sl. These two lemmas depend on Sublemma 1. Based on Lemmas 1 through 8, Lemmas 9 and 10 show that f (XUZl) does not unify with f (AIP') or f (ASZ'CZ"). Sublemmas 2 through 19 show various properties of the recursive rule, assuming that T* is the minimal tree for s,(A) in DBl and that certain unifications have been made (among which we have f (XUZl) unified with f (ASZ'CZ')).
In the second situation, derivation tree T* in Figure 8 is not the minimal tree for deriving s,(A). Thus a minimal tree of S,(A) must be one of the two trees (a) or (b) shown in Figure 8 .
To find the necessary conditions, we need to make consistent unifications of the leaf nodes of tree (a) or (b) in Figure 8 with the leaf nodes of tree T. For each of the six cases, a set of properties can be obtained by using techniques similar to those used in the first situation. The conditions in Group 3 are obtained by combining properties associated with Cases 1, 3, and 5; those in Group 4 are obtained from properties associated with Cases 2 and 4; and those in Group 5 are from properties associated with Case 6. The full proof is in [38] . 0
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we extended our previous work [30, 371 by providing a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for transforming simple doubly recursive programs into their equivalent linear programs by using a simple conversion method. The results not only provide a complete characterization for a class of linearizable doubly recursive programs, but also allow for effective verification of linearizability.
We believe that the linearization of nonlinear recursive programs has both practical and theoretical importance. Further research in this area will lead to fruitful results. The syntactic characterization of nonlinear rules indicates how the placement of variables in predicates affects the linearizability of a recursive rule and, in turn, how the linearizability of a recursive rule affects the complexity of recursive query processing. Such a full understanding is a foundation for efficient query processing and optimization in deductive databases. We plan to generalize our analysis to more general recursive programs. We note that the analysis is rather complicated. The complication is due to the elimination of Assumptions 2 through 4.
Saraiya indicates that he has a generalization of our result to allow multiple distinct subgoals, though no detailed proof has been provided. We have also obtained generalizations of our results in different directions. All these are beyond the scope of this paper.
APPENDIX
In this appendix we provide a detailed proof of sufficiency for Group 1 of Proposition 3.1. As mentioned in Section 4, the proof intuitively consists of reconstructing derivation tree T1 into one of the derivation trees T,, T3, or T4 (see Figure 4) . Under Group 1 conditions, the reconstructed tree is T4 and the reconstructed tree is the same size as the original tree.
Assume that condition Group 1 in Proposition 3.1 is satisfied by a recursive rule. The proof consists of two steps. First, we show that for any EDB, any tuple s(A), for some constant vector A = (ai . . . a,), derivable by the tree TL in Figure 5a is also derivable by the tree TR in Figure 5b . We do this by instantiating each xi (the vector of distinguished variables X = (x1, . . . , xi, . . . , x,)) in TR to ai and showing that U = (ui, . . . , u,,) and V = (ui, . . . , up) nondistinguished variables can be instantiated so as to create the following unifications:
Ul: s (XUZ') with s(ABZICZ1); U2: s(XUZ2VZ') with s(ABZ1CZ2); U3: s(XUZ2VZ2) with s(ABZ2).
These instantiations
will also unify each of the r-nodes shown in TR with one of the r tuples r(ABW) or r(ABZ'CW) in TL. i3 = (bl ..* b,) and C = (cl . .. cp) are constant vectors defined by the given EDB; Tl, T2, and T3 are finite subtrees of any shape deriving s(ABZYZ'), s(ABZ1CZ2), or s(ABZ2), respectively. Second, we show that for any tuple s(A) derivable in a given EDB, its derivation tree (of any shape) can be converted into an equivalent one (i.e., it still derives s(A)) by repeatedly replacing subtrees of the shape of TL by the corresponding TR. The resulting tree has the following property: for every s node, either the node itself is derived by an f tuple (via the exit rule) or its left child (which is also an s node) is derived by an f tuple. It is trivial to convert such a tree into an sl-tree deriving s,(A).
We now proceed with the first step. Consider Figure 5 . As described in Section 4, the tuples are obtained in a systematic way. Thus, to show that any tuple s(A) derivable by TL is also derivable by TR with the intended unifications, we need to show that the unifications Ul through U3 and those for the two r nodes in TR (to be specified later) can always be made consistently for deriving s(A) (i.e., the substitution resulting from these unifications will substitute every xi by ei and each nondistinguished variable (e.g., uj or Uj) by exactly one value from the vectors A, B, and C). Based on condition 3, there are five cases to consider. Case 1. Conditions 1, 2, and 3a are satisfied.
Since there is no r-node in TR, we only need to show that Ul, U2, and U3 are consistent.
First consider the distinguished variables in TR. For every xi placed at some position t by Z1, an xi is at t in s(XUZ') in TR and, by condition 1, an oi is at t in s(AB.%%'Z') in TL. So Ul is consistent for distinguished variables. To see that U2 is consistent on distinguished variables, notice that for every xi at some . W. Zhang et al. position t in s(XUZ2VZ'), according to the way TR is constructed, Z2 must select xi. Z2 may or may not place xi at positions other than i. If .Z2 does not place xi at any other position, then having xi at position t in s (XUZ2VZ') means that 2' selects Xi and places it at position t. Notice that t may or may not be the same as i. If t # i (therefore xt # xi), by Assumption 1 and conditions 1 and 2, xt is selected by Z2 and is placed only at position t. Therefore ci is at position t in s(ABZ1CZ2). The same is true if t = i. If Z2 places xi at some other position p, by Assumption 1 and condition 1, Z1 places xP at position p. By condition 2, Z1 does not place x, at any other position. In this case there are only two possible ways to get Xi at position t in s(XUZ2VZ'): either 2' places Xi at t or p = t and 2' places x, at t. In both cases, ci is at t in s(ABZ'CZ2). Thus, U2 is also consistent for distinguished variables. By a similar argument, U3 is also consistent for distinguished variables.
Consider nondistinguished variables in TR. For every nondistinguished position p for 2' (respectively, Z2), by condition 1 and Assumption 1, x, is selected only by .Z2 (respectively, Z'), and by conditions 1 and 2, x, is placed only at position p. Thus, for every nondistinguished variable u, placed at some position t, , . . *, k, t for some k 2 1 by 2' (respectively Z2), we have u, at tl, . . . , tk in s(XUZ') (respectively, s(xuz"vz')), u, at tl, . . . , tk in s(xuz2vz1) (respectively, s(XU2"V.Z")) in TR and bg at tl, . . . , tk in s (ASZ'CZ") (respectively, s (ABZ2)), . . c, at positions tl, . . . , tk in s(ABZYS?) (respectively, s(ABZ'CZ2)). Thus Ul through U3 substitute u, by c, and v, by bg. So Ul through U3 are consistent for nondistinguished variables.
Case 2. Conditions 1, 2, and 3b are satisfied.
In this case the intended unification of r-nodes in TR unify r(XUW) with r(ABZICW) (denoted by U4) and r(XUZ2VW) with r(ABW) (denoted by U5). Consider distinguished variables in T R. By the same argument as in Case 1, Ul and U3 are consistent for distinguished variables. Since W does not select distinguished variables, U4 and U5 are consistent for distinguished variables and, by an argument similar to that given in Case 1, U2 is consistent for distinguished variables.
Consider nondistinguished variables in T R. Notice that for every nondistinguished position p for 2' (respectively, Z2), by Assumption 1, x, is selected by at least one of Z', Z2, and W. Since p is nondistinguished for 2' (respectively, Z"), by condition 1, Z1 (respectively, 2') does not select x,, by condition 3b, W does not select xP either. So x,, is selected by Z2 (respectively, 2') only, and, by conditions 1 and 2, is placed at position p only. Also notice that for every nondistinguished variable u, placed at some position t by W, u, is at t in r(XUW) and v, is at t in r (XUZ2VW) in TR, while bg is at t in r(AB W) and c, is at t in r(ABPCW).
By arguments similar to those given in Case 1, Ul through U5 are consistent on nondistinguished variables.
Case 3. Conditions 1, 2 and 3c are satisfied.
In this case, the intended unifications of the r nodes in TR are to unify r(XUW) with r(AB.FCW) (denoted by U4) and r(XUZ2VW) with r(ABW) (denoted by U5). We show that unifications Ul through U5 can be made consistently. Consider distinguished variables in TR. By an argument similar to that given in Case 1, Ul through U3 are consistent on distinguished variables. To see that U4 and U5 are also consistent on distinguished variables, notice that by conditions 1 and 3c, in TR, if xi is at a position t in r(XUW) then it is also at i in s(XUZ"), and therefore is also at t in r(XUZ'VW).
This also means that oi is at t in both r tuples in TL.
Now consider nondistinguished variables in TR. Since in this case, for every nondistinguished position t for 2' (respectively, Z'), by Assumption 1 and conditions 1, 2, and 3c, xt is selected by Z1 (respectively, 2") only and placed at position t only. Thus a similar argument as given in Case 2 can be used to show that Ul through U5 are consistent on nondistinguised variables, too. In this case, the intended unifications for r nodes in TR are to unify both r(XUW) and r(XU.??VW) with r(ABW) (denoted by U4 and U5, respectively).
Consider distinguished variables in TR. By using the same arguments as used in Case 1, we can show that conditions 1 and 2 assure that Ul, U2, and U3 are consistent for distinguished variables. It is trivial to see that U4 is also consistent for distinguished variables. Let us consider r(XUZ2W). For every xi placed at some position t by W, ai is at t in r(AB W) in TL. So U5 implies that oi will substitute for the variable at position i in s(XUZ2) in TR. By condition 3d, the variable at position i in s(XUZ2) is either xi or a single dangling variable. In either case, U5 is consistent for distinguished variables.
Consider nondistinguished variables in TR. Because W does not share a nondistinguished variable with Z1 or Z2, for every nondistinguished variable u, selected by W, U4 and U5 are consistent on u, and v, in TR. For every nondistinguished position p for 2' (respectively, Z'), by Assumption 1, conditions 1, 2, and 3d, x, is (1) selected by Z2 (respectively, 2') only and placed at position p only; or (2) selected by W only and p is a single dangling position for both 2' and 2'. Notice that (1) and (2) cannot both be true. For those nondistinguished variables which are placed at positions where (1) is true, arguments similar to those given in Case 2 can be used to show that Ul through U5 are consistent. For any nondistinguished position p where (2) is true, let some u, be at p in s(XUZ") and some u, be at p in s(XUZ') where both u-variables are single dangling. Since x, is selected by W only, let W place x, at some position q. Only r(XUZ2VW) needs consideration for this type of nondistinguished variable. Then, u, is at position q in r(XUZ2VW) while a, is at q in r(AB W) and b, is at q in r(ABZ'CW).
U5 assures consistency on u,. Thus Ul through U5 are consistent. implied by condition 3e, Z1 also places xi at position p (notice that i and p may or may not be equal). So in TL, oi is at p in s(ABZ') and therefore at t in r(ABZ'CW).
This implies that U5 is also consistent for distinguished variables. Consider nondistinguished variables in TR. Again, for every u, selected by W, U4 and U5 are consistent on u, and v, in TR. For every nondistinguished position tl for Z1 (respectively, Z"), by Assumption 1, conditions 1, 2 and 3e, zt, is (1) selected by Z2 (respectively, 2') only and placed at position tl only; or (2) selected by W only and for both Z1 and Z2, p is dangling; furthermore, if the dangling variable u, is placed by Z' (respectively, Z") at some positions tl, . . . , tk, the other dangling variable u, must be placed by Z2 (respectively, Z') at t . . . ) tk and xt , . . . , xt, are selected by W only. Notice that (1) and (2) cannot b%h be true. Fok nondistinguished variables which are placed at positions where (1) is true, Ul through U5 can be shown to be consistent by arguments similar to those given for Case 2. For nondistinguished variables which are placed at positions where (2) is true, similar to Case 4, only r(XUZ2VW) needs to be considered, and U5 assures consistency. Thus, Ul and U5 are consistent. Now let us consider the second step. For any derivation tree of any tuple s(A) in a given EDB, we can transform it based on the following procedure:
Start at the root of the given derivation tree of s(A). If the root has only one child, which must be an f-node, the tree can be trivially converted into a tree of sl(A). Otherwise, for every s-node, say s', which has three children, if the left child of s' is established by an f tuple (via the exit rule), then repeat the procedure on the subtree rooted at the right child of s'. If the left child of s' also has three children, then the subtree rooted at s' is of the shape of TL and can be replaced by the corresponding tree TR. After replacing the subtree of s', the procedure is repeated on the new subtree rooted at s'. The procedure repeats until no more replacements are possible.
Since each time the replacement occurs the root of the subtree (i.e., s') remains unchanged and the subtree with the shape of TR consists of the same subtrees T,, T2, and T3 of corresponding TL, the leaf nodes (i.e., tuples in f and r) in the two trees are the same. Since for any derivable tuple the initial tree is finite, the above procedure always terminates. It is obvious that when the procedure terminates, the resulting tree derives s(A), and is such that for every s-node in the tree, it is established for an f tuple or its left child is derived by an f tuple. Cl
